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Written by a professor of physician assistant programs at two established universities, this study
guide is formulated for physician assistant students and practitioners to increase knowledge and
retention of important clinical information. While the primary purpose of this book is to serve as a
comprehensive review of the material for the Physician Assistant National Certification Exam
(PANCE), itâ€™s also a great tool for physician assistant students to understand commonly
encountered diseases while on rotations during the clinical year, and as an adjunctive study guide
during the didactic year. The bookâ€™s comprehensible structure maximizes information retention
with clear explanations of difficult topics. Visual learning is enhanced with such features as bold and
italicized essential information, easy-to-read tables, and graphs and charts that allow you to
compare and contrast topics commonly grouped together on exam questions. Clinical-correlation
bullet points help connect related topics in different organ systems. Practicing physician assistants
will also find this study guide to be a time-saving aid in preparing for the recertification exam
(PANRE), as well as an excellent quick-reference resource to have on hand in their practice.
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I just passed my PANRE!! So happy, and surprised because I only strictly studied 4 days straight
(not the best studying habits)!!First, I just want to point out that I rarely write reviews even though I
love to read reviews before purchasing anything. I also purchase on impulse as well. I bought this
book on impulse because I met the author at a conference exhibit. It is always inspiring to me to

meet fellow PAs that are helping other PAs.Second, there is no perfect book out there because
everyone has different studying techniques. I had used three different formats to study for my
PANRE, but felt that PANCE Prep Pearls helped me the most in retaining the information, therefore
I would like to share the PROs and CONs with you.PROs:1. Created by a practicing PA and active
instructor in academia at two great (expensive) programs in NY which gives the book a lot of
credibility to start.2. There is good enough content in the book that you may not need to reach for
CURRENT or other textbooks.3. There are some basic physiology in each chapter that will be
important to grasp before going onto understanding the conditions.4. It reminded me of the First Aid
for USMLE book that I had used for my PANCE, but the USMLE book was probably too much
content for our exams. Both are written with charts and good outlines so that it helps the visual
learners to retain information.5. The outline of this book follows the NCCPA blueprint, so you know
(almost) everything will be covered in the book.6. It will also help experienced PAs in their clinical
practices if you come across cases that are out of the ordinary.7. It was published by one of 's
companies, so return policy is always great if you do not like it.8.
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